
ON PAGE 147
  Place the updated Rogues stats over the 
previous stats.

ON PAGE 149
  The Buff Coin and HP Coin stickers can be 
placed on the left side of this page. Place the 
Flesh Leech sticker at the bottom of the page 
next to the last paragraph.
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ON PAGE 154
  Replace the GM’s Note at the bottom of the 
page with the Hero Swapping sticker. (Make 
sure the space for the D4 die doesn’t cover the 
text above.)

ON PAGE 165
  Replace the GM’s Note and the paragraph above 
with the Monster Transformation Sticker. 



ON PAGE 167
  Place the Heroic Quest and Alliance stickers under the 
GM’s NOTE. Use the free space on the right side of the page 
for the “One-Time Use” section, with the card icon stickers 
fitting underneath
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CASH CUBE

During your turn, you can purchase your Cash Cube for
two coins and place it in any NUMBERED space on the
board. (So…not the Village.) 
If there are multiple enemies in a space, a Cash Cube will
always take precedence. (You must engage with it first.)
In Alliance mode (2v2), your Cash Cube will not attack
your teammate.

RENT A HORSE

When spending an action on movement, you can move
one additional space for the cost of one gold coin.
(Limit one rental per action.) 

DOGMUD (the greatest drink the Dogmud Tavern offers)

In the event of a bad roll, you can purchase a reroll by
spending two gold coins. You can reroll any one of YOUR
DICE during your turn. (You may repeat this as necessary,
funds permitting.)

HOLY WATER

For two gold coins, you can purchase Holy Water when
engaged with an Undead monster. This will turn your
natural D6 into a D12 for one combat roll. (You may
repeat this as necessary, funds permitting.)

CASH CUBE

ON PAGE 182
  The Village Signs sticker goes in the very back pages. 

GO ON YOUR POTION BOTTLES

LIFT CARDS 

  First, place the provided ribbon on the back of the 
card. Then, place the lift card sticker over the ribbon. 

BEFORE

AFTER


